Is your next patient COVID+?

**COVID+ = “Extended Wear”**

1. Sanitize gloves.
2. Remove gloves.
3. Sanitize hands.

**NO = “Terminal doffing”**

1. Sanitize gloves.
2. Wipe down torso, arms, and legs.
3. Zip down coverall.
4. Pull down and remove from shoulders.
5. Sanitize gloves.
6. Take off the first glove.
7. Pull the bare hand into the sleeve of the coverall.
8. Using the hand in the sleeve, remove the other glove.
9. Use hands inside the coveralls to scrunch or pull sleeves off.
10. Sanitize hands.
11. Touch inside of coverall along inseam to push down and step out of coverall.
12. Remove into bin for reuse without touching outside of coveralls.
13. Sanitize hands.
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